Role of the posterior calf muscles in normal gait.
The role of the calf muscles during the single-limb stance phase of gait was assessed in fifteen normal subjects and in seven with either an amputation or a neuromuscular deficit. Normal activity of the muscles, paralysis by nerve blocks, and stability versus instability of the ankle were studied. Pelvic displacement and velocity, step length, and step time were evaluated for each limb during the gait cycle, and the contribution of activity of calf muscles to each was determined. Limb-segment position, lower-limb joint angles, over-all cadence, velocity, and stride length were measured to reveal compensatory mechanisms in the absence of muscle strength in the calf. The results indicate that the force produced by activity of calf muscles is used to restrain the body's own forward momentum and not used to propel it further. Absence of the calf muscle causes an immediate compensatory reaction directed toward maintaining over-all stability rather than speed.